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Abstract
Maritime platþrms are becoming increasingly complex to maintain and operate, due to rising
demands in terms of operational capabilities, functional robustness and cost fficiency. Moreover,
with an ongoing demand for reduced manning the need for more capable and clever control systems
is obvious. Conventional automation approaches typically fall short on maintainability, robustness
and scalability, and becoming inadequate to capture the complexity of modern maritime
environments, with their abundance of data and dynamic nature. To resolve some of these concerns,
the Command & Control group of TNO-FEL is researching the application of self-organizing systems
theory for various Qpes of maritime decision support systems. These biologically inspired systems are
typically distributed, fast and reactive, computationally very simple, and above all, possess
autonomous self-organizing properties that we can employ to build new platform control systems. The
most typical example of self-organization are the so-called 'ant-based algorithms', which are a class
of algorithms that mimic cooperative behavior of real ant behavior to achieve complex computations.
The structural simplicity of these systems, together wilh their self-organizing capabilities make them a
very interesting approach for certain Qtpes of computational challenges. We will demonstrate their
use in damage control systems, platfurm management systems and decision support systems, and will
describe how we envision their use infuture control systems.
1.

Introduction

As is the case with many domains, the maritime domain is becoming very complex and hard to deal
with from an automation point of view. Maritime platforms are becoming increasingly complex to
maintain and operate, due to rising demands in terms of operational capabilities, functional robustness
and cost efficiency. Moreover, with an ongoing demand for reduced manning the need for more
capable and clever automation is obvious. Conventional automation approaches typically fall short on
maintainability, robustness and scalability, and are becoming inadequate to capture the complexity of
modern maritime environments with their abundance of data, their dynamic nature and the complex
inter-system relationships that characterize modern maritime platforms. To resolve some of these
concerns, the Command & Control group of TNO-FEL is researching the application of selforganizing systems theory for various types of maritime support systems. This paper shortly
introduces the basic principles of self-organization, and describes how they can be applied in practice.
To this end, we introduce two case studies in which we utilized the concept of self-organiza:ion and
elaborate on the general benefits ofthe approach.
TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory (TNO-FEL) has a longstanding relationship with the Royal
Netherlands Nuty, and may be considered as being one of its chief research and development centers.
TNO-FEL has contributed to numerous innovations on sensor technology, platform system control
and weaponry, and also provides advisory services on Command, Control, Communication and
Information (C3I) issues. TNO-FEL also has strong ties with commercial maritime industries, with
whom in close cooperation innovative solutions are being developed in the field of decision support
systems and distributed control.
2. Self-organizing systems

This section gives a short introduction to self-organizing systems and their applicability as computational optim ization algorithms.
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2.1

Introduction

Self-organization is a very much used and misinterpreted term in computer science nowadays.
Researchers and software developers aÍe eager to label their products as 'self-organizing'because it

adds a certain mystical flavor to the functionality of a system: that of being able to 'magically'
configure and manage itself without any human intervention. In reality, engineers usually refer to the
capability of a system to manage itself under fairly known circumstances, such as the capability to
detect certain anomalies and apply behaviors to correct these failures. This is not self-organization,
but rather smart programming. To be precise, self-organization is not a technology, but primarily a
way of thinking about dynamic, adaptive systems, which applies to biological, social, chemical and
physical systems. Self-organization is about system structure appearing without explicit steering from
outside of the system. It is about emergent global system behavior that stems from local interactions
between the different entities that form the whole system, without explicit representation of these
global patterns on the level of the individual components. The main characteristic of all these systems
is their ability to achieve complex collective tasks and (organizational) structures with relatively
simple individual behaviors, without the need for central control or hierarchy, without central models
or internal representations of the environments are situated in.

An often used example to illustrate self-organizing systems is the behavior of ant-colonies, Dorigo
and Stützle (I 996) . Although single ants presumably lack knowledge of their social organ ization, they
jointly display extraordinary complex behavior, such as their food finding behavior. They achieve
their global food searching behavior through local interactions, by means of deploying pheromone
trails. Ants release pheromone, an aromatic substance, on their way to food. Initially ants have no idea
of where food is in the environment, so they wander randomly, but meanwhile leave a pheromone
trail. If the ant finds food, it will wander back over its own trail, and again release pheromone.
Consequently, the trail will increase in intensity. However, pheromone will evaporate over time. So,
the longer the path to food, the weaker the trail will be. Ants are sensitive to pheromone, and will
follow existing pheromone trails if they come across them, with a tendency to follow the strongest
trail. So, if an ant finds a good, nearby food source, his trail will be picked up by other ants (since it
has still has a high pheromone intensity because of its proximity), who will also release pheromone on
this trail towards the food. As more ants use a pafücular trail, the pheromone concentration on it

increases hence attracting more and more ants. Conversely, less preferable paths will not be
replenished and will evaporate. This process is executed in parallel by the population of the ant
colony, resulting in a swift and efficient exploration of the surroundings of the colony.
The ant colony behavior is a very illustrative example of selÊorganization: the appearance of structure
or pattem without an external agent imposingit, Heyligen (2001). There is no central controller telling
the ants where to go, or what to do. Moreover, none of the ants have a notion of the state of other ants,
and their interaction is indirect, by means of the environment. The ant colony has an innate capability
to organize itself apparently without being capable of maintaining any internal state, or any other

cognitive capabilities. Ant colonies exhibit a form of swarm intelligence. Swarm intelligence is the
general term which is used to describe the form of intelligent behavior that natural systems exhibit.
Swarm intelligence takes advantage of the synergistic effects caused by the interactions between the
actors (i.e. the elements of which a systems is composed), their environment, and the traces the actors
leave in their environment, The environment essentially serves as the memory for the systems, in
combination with the physical characteristics of the actors. This characteristic does not deny such
systems any ability to learn, but it characterizes the way these system achieve global goals, i.e. by

efficiently using the environment they are situated in. Many more example of swarm intelligence
exists in nature, such as the building of complex structures by swarm of insects (like bridges, nests,
and chains) and display of many complex tasks (like defense, foraging, social care-taking, labor
allocation and so on).
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Fig.1 : Emergent structure coming from local interactions (after Langton in Lewin (1992))

In a broader context, self-organization is a fundamental principle of most natural systems. The main
scientific theory related to self-organization is complexity theory, which states that 'critically
interacting components selÊorganize to form potentially evolving structures exhibiting a hierarchy of
emergent system properties', Lucas (2003). In other words, complex systems (i.e. systems that are
made of several closely connected parts) can, under certain circumstances, spontaneously evolve from
one state to another. In terms of non-linear dynamics: any system that moves to a fixed structure (i.e. a
stable pattern) can be said to be drawn to an attractor. A complex system can have many atlractors and
these can alter with changes to the system interconnections (mutations) or parameters. In effect,
researching self-organization is equìvalent to investigating the attractors of a system, their form and
dynamics. Changes to a system can instigate self-organizing behavior by allowing the exploration of
new state space positions. In short: if we perlurb a complex self-organizing system (by for instance
changing its structure or its surroundings) then the system as a whole will tend to find new stable
states, and move away from unstable states along certain trajectories. Although complex systems
theory is too extensive and outside the scope of this paper to describe further in this paper, it is
important to note that the self-organizing properties of the applications we will describe fuilher on

have their theoretic roots in complexity theory, and in order to fully understand their potential
knowledge of this line of research is essential. Bak et al. (I9BB), Bak and Chen (1991), Lewin (1992),
Kauffman (1993), Holland (1998) and Johnson (2001) provide concise overviews to the domain of
self-organization and complexity theory.
2.2 Self-organization as a Computational Approach

Many new technologies, such as evolutionary algorithms, multi-agent systems and neural networks
have their roots in theoretical biology, and self-organization is no exception. It might not come as a
surprise that many have quickly found their way into the domain of computer science. Their ability to
tackle complex problems with only very basic rules has inspired many researchers. The use of
biologically inspired computational models is twofold: they may help us in understanding biological
phenomena, and they may enable new computational approaches to tackle complex problems. One of
the main reasons why biological models of self-organization have atlracled so much interest from the
engineering community is their inherent robustness and adaptive capabilities. Anyone can confirm the
robustness and adaptive nature of insect colonies: the disruption of a part of colony will most likely
not be enough to get rid of them. Put an object in the middle of an ant trail, and not before long the
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ants

will travel

around that object, and continue on their way. These are capabilities that are very

much desirable

in engineered systems, and hard to

obtain using conventional model-based
to resolve in
distributed systems, and as the world is seeing more and more networked applications and
environments, these issues are gradually becoming truly obtrusive.
approaches. Moreover, coordination and control have always been complex issues

Parunak and Brueckner (2004) hands us five domain characteristics which might indicate when selforganizing behavior (or rather swann intelligence) might be appropriate for engineering purposes:
discreteness, deprivation, distribution, decentralization, and dynamisn. Thus a swarming approach
may yield benefits in domains that are discrete (i.e. domains that consist of discrete elements), that
have strict constraints on resources (such as lack or limitation of communication means or available
computing power), that need computational entities to be distributed (such as in sensor networks or
telecommunication networks), that are not bound to centralized control requirements (and thus may
benefit from distribution of system functionality), and that are dynamic in nature (i.e. may change
over time). Not surprisingly, most successful applications of self-organization have been in domains
that adhere to these characteristics. The most successful real-world application of swarm intelligence
has been in network routing, where the dynamic and distributed nature of the swarming approach is
particularly helpful. Ant colony based routing methods have been shown to ouþerform conventional
routing methods in various routing domains, such as telecommunication networks, Schoonderwoerd et
al. (1997), Bonabeau et al. (2000), and route planning (see for instance ant-based optimization of the
Travelling Salesman Problem by Colorni et al. (1992). Other domains where self-organizational
principles have been successful and actively being research include coordination mechanisms for
multi-robots systems and other agent-based systems, Kube and Zhang (1993), Pagello et at. (1998),
Parunak and Brueclcner (2001) and many others, adaptive task allocation and resource allocation, e.g.
Bonabeau et al. (1998), Cicirello and Smith (2001), Eymann et al. (2003).
2.3 Self-organizing Control Systems

We have briefly introduced the fundaments of self-organization and their use as a computational
approach. There are many forms in which biological self-organization principles can be applied from
a computational point of view. Aside from the well-known ant-optimization algorithms, there are
many more example of biological self-organization models making the transition to computational
sciences. For instance, neural networks and genetic algorithms are prime example of artificial systems
capable of selÊorganization. Also, many characteristics of self-organization can be found recognized
in contemporary multi-agent systems and distributed AI research. However, this paper is geared
towards the use of a specific type of self-organization, and its use for a specific type of application.
The stereotypical name we have adopted for our purposes is that of self-organizing control systems
(SOCS): support systems that have control over and have responsibility for other, often physically
embodied, systems and which make use of self-organizing properties to achieve that task. SOCS
systems have the following characteristics:

A

SOCS can be defined as a group of interacting components that is functioning as a whole and
distinguishable f¡om its surroundings by its behavror.
In a SOCS the various parts are laid out as to promote a specific function. The organizational
layout of a SocS is a critical attributing factor to the functioning of the system.
In a SOCS self-organization is the evolution of the system into an organized form in the absence
of an external supervisor.
SOCS are tolerant to partial failures. Both the dynamic structure and distributed functioning
enable graceful degradation and fault-tolerance.
In a SOCS the functioning of the system as a whole is not explicitly programmed though the
behavior of the entities that form the systems is defined by simple rules. Global behavior emerges
from local interactions of these entities.
SOCS are dynamic in structure. System parts may be removed from the system (e.g. in case of
failure) or added to the system (e.g. ad-hoc replacements) at any time. Being open and
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dynamically structured, the system does not need to be explicitly configured to accommodate for

o

system changes.
SOCS components rely on interaction (communication), and tend to make use
form of communication that allow the system to fulfiIIits aims.

of the simplest

In our research we primarily use the cellular automaton paradigm. A cellular automaton is a system
made up of many discrete cells, each of which may be in one of a finite number of states. A cell or
automaton may change state only at fixed, regular intervals, and only in accordance with fixed rules
that depend on cells own values and the values of neighbors within a certain proximity. A classic
example of a cellular automaton is Conway's Game of Life, Gardner (1970). The Game of Life is a
set of simple rules that govems the behavior of a two-dimensional cell pattern, that have an amazing
potential to generate complex and interesting new patterns depending on the initial pattern. Each
generation switches cells on or off depending on the state of the cells that surround it. This indirect
interaction (the status of a cell depending on the status of its neighbor) is a typical example of local
interaction causing global patterns without any central coordination, thus of self-organization. The
following case studies illustrate the SOCS concept in more detail.
3. Self-organizing Systems in Maritime Environments

The Command and Control group of TNO-FEL is applying the notion of self-organizalion in various
domains such as traffic management, decision support and platform control systems. This section
described two of these efforts which are situated in the maritime domain: an example of a platform
control system, and an example of a damage control system. Additionally, we illustrate the use of selforganizing systems as an integral part of a control system.
3.1 Distributed Platform System Control

Major issues in ship control system development are achieving robustness and,flexibility, the former
implying the ability of a control system to sustain a certain amount of damage without losing
operational capabilities, and the latter implying the ease with alterations in the platform system can be
accommodated in the control software. In order to optimize robustness and flexibility, we have
developed a fully distributed, autonomous control systems approach, which employs self-organizing
properties to sustain maximum platform system performance. As a case study for our research we
have used a generalized model of the chilled water system (CWS) aboard a frigate. A chilled water
system provides cooling to several frigate systems by transporting chilled water throughout the ship
by means of pipes. The water within the CWS itself is cooled by seawater. A typical chilled water
system consists of little more than pumps, valves and pipes. Aboard modern ships these individual
components are controlled remotely from a damage control center. When an incident occurs, various
alarms are sent out by sensors and monitoring equipment mounted on systems and the CWS itself.

For a chilled water system the most crucial function is proper distribution of cool water amongst
various instruments. To fulfill this goal it should maintain its physical integrity as well as it can. The
only means available to the control system is the opening and closing of valves, which enable the
rerouting of water and cooling liquids if required. When an incident occurs that causes physical
damage to the system, it is paramount to act as responsively and effectively as possible to limit the
damage by prompt isolation of the affected sections and fast consequent rerouting of the water flow.
In contrast to the conventional approach, where human operators (semi-)manua11y control the status of
valves in case of an emergency, we have relocated the control of the chilled water system to an
autonomously functioning architectural layer that is directly interfaced to the physical platform
system. This layer, simply denoted as the reactive layer, is in charge of actually configuring the
platform system (i.e. utilizing the actuators, such as valves, pumps, etc.) and sensing the status of the
platform system (i.e. reading sensor values). An important aspect of this layer is that it is fully
distributed, not only functionally, but geographically as well. Each functional entity in the platform
system is represented in the reactive layer by a separate agent. This collection ofagents is responsible
for carrying out a kind of reflexive behavior: an immediate corrective reaction in response to failures
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or damage of the platform system. It contains logic that enables it to quickly and autonomously
change the system configuration as to minimize damage.
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Fig.2: Illustration of the hybrid gradient routing method. On the left the agent layout with respect to
the platform system, on the right the functioning of the routing algorithm.
Detecting leakage may involve knowledge of water pressure and flow in the pipes. Declining values
for both values indicates that the configuration has changed, possibly because of a leak. To detect a
leakage a pressure or flow meter should be placed at each few meters of pipe, covering the entire
system and all of its components. Once a leakage has been detected, the first thing to do is close off
the leaking part of the circuit. For this \¡r'e use the following rules:

1.
2.
3.

WHENPRESSUREORFLOWFALLS
SET ALARM FLAG
SEND AIARM TO NEIGHBOR
WHEN RECEIVED ALARM FROM NEIGHBOR
SET ALARM FLAG

WHENALARMFLAG IS SET:
SHUT DOWN EQUIPMENT IF CAPABLE
CLOSE VALVE IF CAPABLE
IF INCAPABLE OF CLOSING PIPE, THEN SEND ALARM TO NEIGHBOR

All

agents in the reactive layer behave to these rules. The agent closest to leaking pipe will detect the
first fall of pressure. An alarm will be dispersed along the circuit away from the leak. The alarm stops
where it meets the valves that border the circuit. These valves will be closed. The leaking circuit is
now separated from the rest of the network and equipment on it has shut down.

Now that the network has changed it is necessary to reconfigure the rest of the valves to guarantee the
cooling of other systems. Is it is clear that reconfiguration is an urgent task and ideally should be
triggered as a reflex action. One might wonder whether the reconfiguration function can do without
complete knowledge of the network. We agree on this, but we think that this knowledge should
available in fully distributed form (i.e. there is no central location where there is complete knowledge
about the state of the networþ. To implement the reconfiguration process as a reflex action, it needs
to be broken down to simple procedures for which only local knowledge of the network is required. In
this form the function can be distributed over the network. We achieved this by using a hybrid
distributed gradient descent method.
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After a leakage has been detected, the valves that shut off the leaking circuit will send

an

reconfiguration request to their neighbors by usingthe following behavioral rules:
4. WHEN CAPABLE OF CLOSING A VALVE
AND ALARM IS SET

AND RECONFIGURATION FLAG IS NOT SET
SEND RECONFIGURATION REQUEST
TO ALLNEIGHBORS
SET RECONFIGURATION FLAG
5. WHEN RECEIVED A RECONFIGURATION REQUEST

AND AIARM IS NOT SET
AND RECONFIGURATION FLAG IS NOT SET
SEND RECONFIGURATION REQUEST TO ALL NEIGHBORS
SET RECONFIGURATION FLAG

As a result the request is spread out over the network and all agents in the network will know that a
reconfiguration will take place. To find a path from the users to the seawater we will use a hybrid
distributed gradient descent method. This is implemented by the following rules:
INLET
AND RECONFIGURATION FLAG IS SET
SEND GRADIENT VALUE "O'' TO OUR NEIGHBOR

6. WHEN CONNECTED TO SEAWATER

7. WHEN

ALARM FLAG IS NOT SET
AND RECEIVED A GRADIENT VALUE
AND OUR GRADIENT VALUE IS HIGHER
SET OUR VALUE TO RECEIVED VALUE
*OUR VALUE + 1" TO OUR NEIGHBOR'S UPSTRTAM
SEND GRADIENT VALUE

Each message holds a counter. The receiver will increase this counter before it forwards the message
to its other neighbors, unless it has received a copy holding a lower counter earlier on. In this way the
message is distributed over all functional components in the network, which creates a 'gradient' from
the seawater to the users (the devices that depend on the delivery of chilled water, such as electronic
equipment). Once the gradient reaches a user, it will send back a chilled water request. This request
will follow the gradient downhill towa¡ds the seawater inlet:
8. ]MHEN

CONNECTED TO SEAWATER INLET AND RECEIVED A GRADIENT VALUE
SEND DELIVERY REQUEST TO THENEIGHBORS HOLDING THE LOWEST GRADIENT VAIUE

A DELIVERY REQUEST
SEND DELIVERY REQUEST TO THE NEIGHBORS HOLDING THE LOWEST GRADIENT VALUE

9. WHEN RECEIVED

SET'ON PATH" FLAG

The seawater inlet will receive the delivery request and confirm the request. All agents that receive
the confirmation and are on a delivery path will open their valve, while all others close.
10.

WHEN RECEIVED A DELIVERY CONFIRMENT AND "ON PATH" FLAG IS SET
OPEN VALVE IF CA?ABLE

I1. WHEN RECEIVED A DELIVERY CONFIRMENT AND "ON PATH" FLAG IS NOT SET
CLOSE VALVE IF CAPABLE

This small set behavioral rules results in prompt reconfiguration of the CWS in such a way that, if
there is an alternative route which the chilled water can follow (e.g. through cross-over pipes between
chilled water zones) to reach isolated users, the network will conflrgure itself to do so.
So, what is the use of implementing a distributed and highly decentralized system design when a
centralized processing unit (like a diagnosis module) is still considered to be necessary? When a
processing unit (e.g. an agent on the reactive level) cannot communicate with its neighbors, it can still
handle local problems because it only needs local information to do so. What would happen when a
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crewmember detects a leaking valve? That person would most likely try to

fix the valve or even

will remain operational, but its architecture has
changed and the affected valve is no longer part of the CWS model. This is where a distributed
architecture has a clear advantage over a centralized, system. The knowledge of a cenTralized system
would need to be updated to capture the new condition, where a distributed architecture does not
require a new model of the system because it never had one in the first place. Self-organizingcontrol
systems dynamically react to changes of the environment they are part of. Therefore, the approach is
bypass the leak with hoses. In the latter case, the CWS

robust, highly scalable and adaptive.
The above approach has been demonstrated in both software and hardware demonstration, has shown
that it can provide valuable support in emergency situations. Further developments include the
embedding of such a self-organizinglayer into a full control system setting.
3.2 Adaptive Evacuation Routing

Efficient evacuation procedures are a major issue aboard modern vessels. Especially with rising
personnel and passenger capacities aboard modem ships, the increasing criticality of proper
evacuation procedures is obvious, and several severe incidents over the past two decades have shown
that this topic still deserves all the attention it can get. This section describes one of the efforts TNOFEL is undertaking to increase evacuation performance: adaptive evacuation routing.
The main procedure of evacuation is to guide people away from an affected region into safe
surroundings. The ove¡all goal of evacuation procedures is to minimize the time it takes for all
passengers and crew on board to move from the location where they were when the evacuation alarm
was issued to safety (such as inside lifeboats or on a safe location on the vessel). On vessels all kinds

of incidents could trigger evacuation procedures, such as fires, chemical incidents, malfunctioning
systems or even impact damage on military vessels, and they can initiate at many locations around the

vessel, such as engine rooms, cabins, kitchens or workplaces. Therefore, evacuation is a dynamical
ofan evacuation is, aside from general, abstract evacuation plans, directed
by the specifics of an incident, the ship geometry and ship orientation, and other contextual
constraints. Consequently, optimization of the evacuation procedure is a complicated matter due to the
amount of dynamic parameters involved. Fires may block main evacuation routes, or may interfere
with the attack routes of damage control teams, routes may be blocked by fire, smoke or flooding or
may be too small to carry the number of evacuees.
process: the actual progress

In this research we propose a ful1y distributed approach to evacuation routing. Our approach is in
sharp contrast to most conventional approaches to evacuation routing optimization, which often use a

centralized model-based approach, i.e. optimize evacuation routing using a complete model of the
area. These model-based approaches cannot uphold in modern complex ships, and they are gradually

becoming too complex to sustain and apply in practice. Also, we want the actual evacuation support
towards the evacuees to reflect the dynamic nature of the process. We aim to create an adaptive
evacuation routing system that guides evacuees to safety using dynamic signs and alarms. To achieve
this behavior, we envision a network of low-cost smart devices that control sensors (e.g. smoke
sensors) and actuators (e.g. direction signs or sound devices). Fig.3 illustrates the evacuation support
network concept. In this example each section contains three types of devices: smoke detectors,
direction sign and door status monitors. These devices are controlled by 'smart' network entities, that
effectively represent the devices. The network layout mimics the actual corridor layout and gives us
implicit knowledge about the layout of platform we are designing evacuation support systems for. We
utilize this effect in our routing optimization procedure.
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Fig.3: Illustration of the evacuation support network concept. Various sensors and actuators are
controlled by networked devices to jointly provide evacuation support.
The evacuation routing process has two aims: provide optimal evacuation routes for passengers and
provide efficient atiack routes for damage control teams. Evacuation should have the highest priority,
and should not interfere with damage control routes. The support system should inform personnel on
location to where the nearest exit is, but taking into account that routes may be blocked by smoke, fire
or any other intrusive circumstances. The routing procedure must also take capacity constraints for
corridors and doors into account, and prevent congestion as much as possible. The nearest exit may
therefore not be the most preferable exit. Our initial approach is to use a gradient based approach in
which information propagates throughout the aforementioned network of sensors and actuators. On
top of the gradient based approach we apply an ant-based optimization algorithm to deal with capacity
effects ofcorridors and to initiate the exploration ofalternative routes from any given location to an
exlt.

Let us examine in more detail how this would work. The evacuation process may be initiated by a
alarm tngger. This might, for instance, be a smoke sensor going off. This alarm trigger subsequently
sends out an evacuation inìtiation signal to the network. Each device in the network passes this signal
on to its neighbor. As soon as exits receive this signal, they will start sending out their own signal.
This signal is essentially a counter. Each device again passes on the signal, but increases the counter.
In case a device already received a signal (and a counter), it only accepts the new counter if it has a
lower value than the one received earlier. In effect the network becomes a kind of potential field, in
which at any location the nearest exit can be found by following the gradient. This very simple
algorithm is in essence enough to let direction signs point towards the closest exits, even if sections
have become inaccessible due to hazardous conditions. Fo¡ instance, if smoke sensors detect very
high levels of smoke, their networked counterparts may block signal, and effectively prevent
hazardous sections to be included in the evacuation routing. Add other types of sensors (such as
camera devices or movement detection) and even more intricate constraints can be included in the
evacuation routing process. As soon as the counter propagation process has finished (as may be
signaled by another control signal), the direction signs light up towards the strongest signal (i.e.
towards the neighboring network device with the highest counter).
The gradient-based method is good enough to handle routing, but is in this form not capable of
capacity-based planning, which is essential if we deal with high numbers of evacuees. Including
capacity constraints adds a dynamic aspect to routing, since we might need to disperse evacuees over
multiple routes. The gradient always points towards a single exit. To this end, an ant-based
optimization algorithm may be applicable in addition to the gradient based approach. We assume that
it is possible to obtain information about the amount of evacuees around the vessel. This information
might be obtained by using sensors, central services or even by using estimates based on general
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information (e.g. time-bound information, locations of cabins and work areas, etc.). We also assume a
new type of non-sensor bound nefwork device capable of relaying information about the capacity of
the corridor or section it represents. The idea of ant-based optimization (or rather ant-based
exploration) is that multiple entities explore their neighborhood in parallel, and lay out gradually
decaying trails while doing so, as we discussed earlier. At a certain location, perhaps a location where
multiple routes to exists start, we initiate the ant-optimizaTion process. A device sends outs a number
of signals onto the network, where the number of signals is relative to the amount of evacuees that
need to be guided towards exists. The signals represent 'virhral ants', and the network is the
neighborhood they need to explore. The network itself keeps track on how long it takes for an antsignal to reach an exit by means of updating the signal. As they explore the network (i.e. being passed
around by the network devices) they encounter the aforementioned corridor-capacity devices. These
devices impose an artificial delay on the transmission of the ant-signals if too many signals arrive at
once, essentially simulating a congestion. Consequently, if a signal passes through a congested
corridor, its 'time to exit' increases. This information is used to make the route less attractive to newly
arriving ants by lowering the gradient on that particular path, implicitly guiding the ant colony
towards alternative exists. In conjunction with adaptive control procedures and signaling devices that
are capable of informing evacuees about multiple routes to exists, this approach would lead to a
capacity-based adaptive evacuation routing system.
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Fig.4: Network layout for a capacity-based evacuation routing system. From the initiation point
'virhral ants' explore the area, with a predisposition for timewise shorter ¡outes. Capacity controlling
devices may deliberately add a delay to the travel time of the ants, in case of crowding, leading to the
activation of secondary routes

At the moment, the gradient based routing approach has successfully been simulated using an actual
floor plan of a frigate. The ant-based optimization method we briefly discussed, that would enable
capacity constraints, is being implemented at the moment for further examination. Nonetheless, the
conceptual approach we have taken seems very worthwhile, both from a optimization point of view,
as well as from a practical point of view. Even though there are very good routing optimization
algorithms, 'we are looking for Ockam's Razor: of approaches, all other things being equal, the simpler
one is to be preferred. Our approach does not require any global world-model, is robust, flexible and
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adaptive. Furthermore, from a implementation and installation point of view, our approach yields
even more benefits. The only requirement is that sensors and actuators that play a role in the
evacuation routing process are equipped with a small (embedded) nefworked device. These devices
are commercially available and low-cost. The procedural knowledge that these devices need to be
equipped with is very simple, and in practice consist of a small set of signal-handling rules. Finally,
the actual network between the devices might be tailored to the cost, quality or any criterion, as long
as there is a form of communication. A very appealing line of development might be the development
of an all-in-one evacuation support device, that might be composed of various sensors, a signaling
device, a network devices and wireless communication capabilities to communicate with other
support devices. No matter how an actual physical implementation would look like, the conceptual
approach is effective and worthwhile to investigate in other domain.
3.3 Embedding Self-organuing Systems in Control Systems

Both examples in the previous section illustrate the use of self-organizing properties in operational
settings. Both could be deployed as fully autonomous support systems (i.e. a fully autonomous chilled
water control system, and a fully autonomous evacuation routing system). However, there is a distinct
need to integrate such systems into human-operated control environments. No matter how much
automation will be incorporated in future vessels, humans will always be responsible for the state of
the vessels in the end. Especially when it comes to operations that affect the inhabitants of the vessel,
human operators should be able to monitor the performance of the control systems and, if necessary,
should be able to take over. However, there is a catch here. As the number of components in a
platform systems is rising and the overall complexity of managing a platform system is increasing,
control systems are becoming harder to design and operate. Even though command centers are
equipped with state of the art control systems, trained personnel and well defined control procedures,
maintaining proper control during large scale incidents still is a diff,rcult task. Operators nowadays are
faced with a multitude of information about the platform system and being hard-pressed for quick
system recovery in times of critical incidents. Additionally, future command centers will also need to
function with less personnel than currently, due to the ongoing demand for reduced manning. So,
there is a definite need for novel approaches to platform system control in general, and the selforganizing properties we discussed earlier may play a part in achieving that ambition. This section
describes how self-organizing system may be integrated into conventional control system
architectures.

During normal conditions operators can deal very well with failures of today's platform systems.
Small failures can be handled accurately and solved without too many problems. The real challenging
situations occur during extensive incidents. In these situations operators might be overburdened,
occupied with other tasks or unavailable at all, which can lead to costly loss of time before the actual
damage control procedures are initiated. Quick response to an emergency is essential. In our vision,
future control systems should serve as the first line of defense in case of an emergency: the control
system should operate on its own to remedy the situation until the operator is able to take over, even if
this would imply that the control system defines a sub-optimal solution. The control system should be
able to manage itself in such a way such that at least a minimal set of operational demands are met,
such as quick isolation of damaged areas, the immediate initiation of evacuation procedures or
promptly turning off equipment to prevent further damage. It thus implements a reflexive behavior
that is, to some extent, comparable to those found in biological systems (like the withdrawal reflex
when we burn ourselves at a hot plate). These reflexes could help to retain the system from harmful
conditions and maintain its functional integrity as long as possible. More effective and elaborate
recovery plans can be formulated when the operator is back in the loop and the situation has become
less critical. This kind of behavior is desirable, since it adds to the overall capabilities of the operator:
the control system as a cooperating actor, instead of a mere control panel. Reflexive behavior helps to
recover platform system operation as quickly as possible in case of a crisis. Our aforementioned selforganizing control system concept is a concrete architecture capable of providing such reflexive
behavior. However, this kind of behavior only pays off if the control system is able to exert the proper
control commands on the platform system in case of an incident. In a centralized, monolithic control
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system sensors and actuators obtain their control data from a central control location, from which all
decisions are made and fed back to the actuators. Of course, this is not a good approach if we aim for
a robust arangement: in case of an extensive emergency communication lines may be cut, leaving the
platform system unattended for. To ensure robustness of the control system itself we need to dispose

of the centralized design paradigm: we need an arrangement in which the control intelligence is
distributed. The components of the control system that enable the reflexive behavior need to be close
to the equipment they are controlling. Furthermore, the behavior of these components should be
devised in such a way that the system is adaptive. Adaptivity is necessary because in advance it is
unknown whìch parts of the system could be damaged. The architectural concepts we introduced in
the two case studies adhere to this notion: agent-based networks that are both geographically and
functionally close to the physical systems they control. However, an equally important question is
how a such control system should interuct with and aid human operators. In most current platform
control systems the amount of support from the control system to the operator is. With larger number
of actors and devices in control systems it becomes harder to provide the operator with an accurate
and complete picture of the current situation without overwhelming the operator. Therefore, control
systems need to display some level of intelligent cooperative behavior: the control system should
actively participate in the control task. By letting the control system take over elementary tasks (such
as putting the platform system in a certain configuration or gathering information), the operator could
spend more time on knowledge intensive tasks such as detailed diagnosis and recovery planning. In
such a collaborative setup, the purpose of the control system would be to amplify strengths and
alleviate weaknesses of the operator by providing more or new resources, such as time or
performanc e, Chalmers (I 99 8), Terveen (1 9 9 5).
OPERATOR
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Fig.5: A layered approach to platform system control with an
embedded self-organizing control layer
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The main objective for our approach is threefold: the architecture must display robustness (be as failsafe as possible), easlly scalable (easy to extend when the platform system is modified) and must
facilitate control tasks for the operator. (i.e. prevent alarm flooding, actively support the operator and
provide new ways to exert control). Above all, we advocate distributed control. This implies that

control tasks are performed by different parts of the control system. To arrive at a functional
architecture we have defined behavioral layers for each of the functions that we want to automate and
arranged them hierarchically in terms of level of abstraction. Translating data into meaning
information takes time. If we're aiming for fast response, we should not be dependent on the
completeness and availability of information. The less information needs to be gathered and
interpreted the more responsive the action can be. Therefore the most responsive actions (i.e. the
reflexive behavior) should be placed at the lowest level of abstraction. Functions that depend on more
detailed information such as analysis, diagnosis and scheduling are placed at a higher level.

The proposed architecture exists of three functional layers, Fig.4: a self-organizing control 7ayer, a
diagnosis and planning layer and an interaction layer. These layers are connected in a subsumptionlike manner , Brooks (1 991), although other schemes than priority-based selection might fit as well, in
which the self-organizing control layer can function on its own and the diagnosis and planning layer
can function without the interaction layer. The diagnosis and planning layer is responsible for
diagnosis, prognosis, condition monitoring and action scheduling. This layer takes on information
from the self-organizing control layer and can issue control commands back to the agents in that layer.
Just like the self-organizing control layer, this layer is built up using a distributed architecture, i.e. a
collection of agents. Conceptually, all functions that one would expect from a decision support system
can be placed here. Depending on functional requirements of the control system one may leave out
certain aspects without doing harm to the overall concept. The interaction layer deals with all
operator interaction. It takes care of displaying relevant information in the right form, aids the
operator in information gathering, provides feedback if desired, hlters irrelevant data and so on. This
level is also responsible for proper processing of operator commands. It could, for example, allow the
operator to issue a general configuration statement without having to deal with the precise actuator
settings required to achieve that particular configuration. The functional meaning of this level would
be alike a smart 'personal buddy' for the operator. The information about the system that this assistant
would need to have to provide support comes from the subordinate diagnosis and planning layer.
Characteristic examples for the intended agent type in this layer can be found in Maes (1994) and
Sycara and Zeng (1996).

In essence, the self-organizing control system becomes a pro-active functional entity within the
platform control system. It may be authorized to perform certain functions, under certain
circumstances on its own, and also provides indirect access to the physical system, and thus forms a
natural extensions to most conventional control systems.
4. Conclusions

The topic of this paper was the application of self-organization principles in maritime environments.
have given a short introduction to some basic concepts and have demonstrated their use in two
practical case studies: the control of a chilled water system and evacuation routing. It is important to
note that the approach advocated in this paper is a specific type ofself-organization, and that there are
many more ways in which self-organizational principles can be applied to deal with computational
challenges. The most important message this paper aims to convey is the ideology of using selforganizing system models: the use of very simple structures to solve complex problems. From an
engineering point of view, self-organization is not just another technology that one can simply adopt.
It requires a shift in thinking about systems engineering: in order to obtain more system capabilities,
we need to let systems control themselves, and make smart use of the surrounding that the systems are
in (e.g. utilize their embodiment and stigmergetic capabilities). As for opporlunities for maritime
environments, there are many more than the two examples we have discussed. In general any type of
'We

computational problem that deals with routing or autonomous systems coordination can be
approached with a selÊorganizing systems tactic. Especially in the field of multi-agent system design
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(be they software agents or embodied agents such as autonomous robots) there are ample
opporlunities to employ such techniques. And with inherent adaptiveness, robustness and scalability
as major benefits, this line of research should appeal a wide audience within the maritime domain.
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Abstract
High complexity of product and processes, parallel processing, high customer influence are the most
important characteristics of order processing in today's shipbuilding industry. This requires special,
dedicated methods and tools for planning and resource management. Integration of these "best-ofclass" solutions in CIM environments is the challenge to work effectively on basis of common
information in all areas of the shipyard. Organization and software systems to support an integrated
planning and control approach are discussed. An example illustrates a practical integrated IT
solution for shipbuilding taking into account aspects of integrated planning and resource
management.

1

Introduction

Due to global competition the shipbuilding industry is under pressure to improve its manufacturing
efficiency. The economical situation of the shipbuilding industry is influenced by an increase in
demand to improve integrated information and control concepts. The efficiency of production/project
management and coordinating activities within complex production environments is expected to
increase by integrating operations on various levels of planning and control. These levels include both
intra-organizational operations as found in autonomous, de-centralized areas as well as operations to
be coordinated between multi-site production facilities such as between manufacturer, supplier, and
sub-supplier.

In this situation adoption of well-known production

management concepts is not useful since the
shipbuilding process, as an good example of one-of-a-kind production, shows significant differences
compared to repetitive production.

As these differences, concerning custome¡ order processing and the production process, necessitate
specific requirements for a pursued concept of production management, an individual approach for
the shipbuilding process is required.

2

Planning and Control in Shipbuilding

The special features of customer order processing in shipbuilding lie in the individuality of the
product and the required production processes together with thei¡ corresponding dependencies. The
main characteristics influencing the required production planning and control concept are:

.

Due to the short lead times (relative to product and process complexity), the large-scale
orders/projects require parallel production activities. This includes the simultaneity of design,
procurement, operations planning, manufacturing and assembly.

.

Offer planning is exftemely important since every offer involves such a large outlay of financial
and production resources that the existence of the organization is at risk. Moreover, the
relationship between orders acquired and offers to be prepared has deteriorated over the past
years and the offers must be worked up under increasing time pressure.

.

Customer influence does not end with the signing the contracf. In fact, the customer can
permanently control product specification as far as actual product delivery. Process specification
in turn is also affected ofcourse.

.

Product complexity and decreasing manufacturing penetration in terms of lean production leads
necessitates additional
efforts for production planning and control.

to inter-organizalional production. This inter-organizational production
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